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Orphans Finding Friends on the Road
Musings on where NW SAAB owners might find like-minded camaraderie
By Chris Webber

Match Game

M

eeting fellow SAAB owners, as I recently had the opportunity
to do at the NWSOC Annual Meeting in May, seems to always
result in a burst of energy and ideas. SAAB people are not boring!
That indisputable fact has a tendency to make conversations fun
and thought provoking. One idea that came up in the meeting was
to combine a SAAB event with one from another club. That’s not
uncommon for car clubs, and it probably makes sense as our cars
become rarer. The question becomes: which clubs and events?
Typically, we’d want to find another marque with which SAAB has
an affinity. Or another event that connects to our cars in some
way. And that’s what got me thinking: what else has something in
common with SAABs?
One obvious affinity that brings car owners of different makes
together is nationality. For example, there are all-British field
meets and concorso Italianos for British and Italian cars. For us,
that means a Swedish event. Swedish cars pretty much mean
Volvos—unless anyone knows a few stray
Continued on page 4

Besides the obvious Volvo connection, numerous marques—and
even movies—connect SAABers with other car nuts.

Upcoming Event Details
Griot’s Garage: 4th Annual
Swedish Car Cruise-In

Sun., September 30 | 10 a.m.–3 p.m.
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Shine up your best SAAB and head to Griot’s for
this Swede-themed cruise-in open to all years
and models of Volvos and SAABs. Directions:
I-5 to exit 132A, then west to 38th street to
Griot’s Garage. Contact Ingvar Carlson at 206434-9482 or ingvarswedecarlson@yahoo.com
for more details.

Concours de Maryhill

Sat.–Sun., October 6–7
(Friday convoy from Seattle area)

Maryhill Museum of Art:
35 Maryhill Museum Dr, Goldendale, WA 98620
(map)
REGISTRATION INFO
Please note that you must register (link
below) and contact Ray at gwrepray@aol.com
to let him know that you’re going so a spot can
be reserved for you at our location.
Register here:
http://www.goldendalemotorsports.org/Concours-de-Maryhill.php
WHERE TO STAY

Questions?

Ray plans to stay at the Three Rivers Hotel, just a few minutes away from
the Maryhill Museum. There are a few motels in Glendale, camping at
Maryhill State Park on the river, and also Peach Beach Campground
and RV Park, a private campground next to the state park.

Jon Kjaerulff, NWSOC President

SCHEDULE

jonkjaerulff@gmail.com

Friday – Seattle-Area Convoy

www.nwsoc.org

Webmaster: Quinn Morley

4:30 p.m.: Meet at the Eastgate Park & Ride in Bellevue (take Exit
10B from I-90 East; we’ll be taking I-90, as it is has the least traffic
from the Seattle area to Goldendale)

Newsletter: Hans Adomeit

6 p.m.: Stop in Cle Elum for dinner; restaurant TBD

SAABnewsletter@gmail.com

7 p.m.: Meet across the street from NAPA – 104 W Railroad Ave, Cle
Elum, WA 98922

NW SAAB Owners Club

8:30 p.m.: Arrive and get ready for bed

P.O. Box 1685
Gig Harbor, WA 98335

Saturday
9 a.m.: Vehicle registration, silent auction, and raffle ticket sales all
begin; prizes raffled throughout the day (grand prize is a 32” TV)
Continued on page 3
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Concours de Maryhill (cont.)
12 p.m.: Maryhill Loops Vintage Hillclimb Association
(MLVHA) racers arrive; Open Show ballots due at
registration table

S’mores and Such: For those who are camping there
should totally be a campfire for all of us to hang out
around!
Sunday

2:30 p.m.: Silent auction ends

9 a.m.: We’ll find an overlook off the highway in
Goldendale to watch the hillclimb races, or, for those
wanting to get closer to the action, we could go to the
race start; there’s an old school bus that we can ride up
that stops at several locations where you can get off to
watch the racing!

3 p.m.: Raffle, grand prize TV

12 p.m.: Possible lunch; Caleb will keep you updated

3:30 p.m.: Awards ceremony

3 p.m.: Racing finishes and we head back to our
campsites or hotels to pack up and get ready to leave

12 p.m.–2 p.m.: Maryhill Loops Road open to drive;
save your spot and return after the drive
1:30 p.m.: MLVHA Race Car voting ballots due at
registration table

4 p.m.: Event dinner; tickets ($18) at the registration
tent during the show
SAAB Club Photo: After dinner we drive a short
distance to the Stonehenge replica for a visit and a
group photo: 97 Stonehenge Dr, Goldendale, WA 98620
Stargazing: After Stonehenge, we’ll go the Goldendale
Observatory State Park and look at the stars!

Jon’s Notepad
By Jon Kjaerulff

4 p.m.: Seattle-bound convoy meets at the Maryhill
Museum to head home
6:50 p.m.: Seattle-bound convoy dines in Cle Elum at
the Caboose Bar and Grill – 115 E 1st St, Cle Elum, WA
98922; after dinner, head back and enjoy the rest of
your week!

one bad one. A very bad one. It was one our last meals of
the trip, and it almost turned into our final one.
We arrived home Saturday evening. I went to bed
excited about the Annual Meeting the next morning.

For those of you whom I missed at the

Unfortunately, sometime around 2:00 a.m., within ten minutes

Annual meeting in May, I am sorry. Not

of each other, Maria and I were laid low by severe food

just to those of you who were unable

poisoning, each in our own way experiencing one of the

to make it, but even more so for those of you who took the

worst cases we’ve ever had of sudden-onset projectile

trouble to come. I had every intention of showing up, meeting

vomiting. And other afflictions not suitable for a family

members old and new and talking about all things SAAB, as

newsletter. Suffice it to say, it’s a good thing we each had

well as other cool, marginally related topics. Unfortunately,

a bathroom to run to. It pretty much quashed any question

as Humphrey Bogart said in The African Queen, “It would

of participating in any social event of any type for the

appear that fate has taken a hand.”

next several days, even one involving SAABs. It wasn’t until

Maria and I spent a few days before the show on the

almost a week later that either one of us was able to look at

Oregon coast, introducing our three dogs to the beach.

food with anything but revulsion, and when we finally took

Jasper and Willow love the water; Maggie, not so much. But

the extreme risk of sharing a couple of saltines, it was with

she loves chasing tennis balls on the sand, and that’s what

serious trepidation. So that’s my excuse for not attending.

the beach is for anyway. If you’re a dog. And no, we didn’t

Some of you may have better ones, but I doubt it.

drive a SAAB. SAABs are awesome in almost all ways, but as

Anyway, after about a month, once I felt more or less

transporters for a combined 210 pounds of fully energized

human, I find out that Cliff did an excellent job of running the

dog flesh, they take a distinct second place to Maria’s Chevy

meeting in my absence. Apparently, I wasn’t impeached, and

Avalanche, with its dedicated, canopy-covered Puppy Room.

the club wasn’t disbanded. Thanks for all of that.

We had a great time at the beach, and the dogs had a
great time at the beach. We ate a lot of good meals, and

Now that I’m recovered, I’ve been spending some
time enjoying my SAABs. The

Continued on page 4
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Jon’s Notepad (cont.)

need some, too). They’ve been sitting on the hood for at least

convertible continues to be a source of pleasure, although

a year and half, but have somehow failed to migrate the

my 1992 4-door 900S is distinctly green with envy. Scarab

18 inches or so from their resting place down to the brake

Green, to be precise. I keep reminding her that cooler,

drums. Hmmmm…at least I have seven or eight months ‘til

wetter weather will be upon us soon, and with the convertible

next spring. Should be plenty of time to get the job done…

safely back in her barn berth, she’ll go back to being my

Even though summer is winding down, there are still some

daily driver. I’ve also been working on resurrecting Maria’s

cool club events to take part in, as you can read about in

red 1973 Sonett – the one that sounds more Shelby than

this newsletter. I’m hoping to see you at least one of them. As

SAABy with the Glaspack exhausts. We’ve taken a few local

long as I don’t eat the whatever it was the day before…

drives, but she still needs some fettling. The car, not Maria.
Maria is awesome just the way she is. Even though she never

Keep on SAAB’n.

reads my column…And I’ve taken the 1965 Monte and the
1966 95 on a couple of joy rides. In addition to the Sonett,

Jon Kjaerulff

my other upcoming winter project (which at one point was

President

this summer’s project) will be my 1960 93F, which needs new

Northwest SAAB Owners Club

brake hoses. I have them (Paragon Performance, in case you

SAAB Orphans (cont.)
Koenigsegg owners looking for an
event where their ultra-rare Swedish
exotic cars are welcomed. An event
tied to Sweden or Scandinavia—the
annual Swedish Cruise In is a great
example—is a sure way to increase
numbers at an event. We can
absolutely do more of these sorts of
events, and we should.

come from different companies
with different priorities. Consider
the engineering, the shape, how
they drive, and it’s actually hard to
imagine they are from the same
country. Look closer, and you might
even wonder if they come from the
same part of the galaxy. SAABs are
rounded shapes with interesting
aerodynamic details, with front-

SAABs and Volvos are a bit like cats and dogs. Yes, they’re both
popular pets and can happily coexist in some households, but they
come from opposite sides of the automotive spectrum.
That said, SAABs and Volvos are a
bit like cats and dogs. Yes, they’re
both popular pets and can happily
coexist in some households, but
they come from opposite sides of
the automotive spectrum. Compare
a classic SAAB to a classic Volvo,
say, a SAAB 900 to a Volvo 240.
You can tell instantly, even if you
know nothing about cars, that they
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wheel-driven heritage, and often
featured unique engineering. Volvos
tend to be squarer. Not just literally,
but also figuratively “squarer,” in the
slang of the SAAB 99 era. I mean that
respectfully—I’ve owned both makes.
Volvos vastly outnumber SAABs (and
the gap is growing…though at least
we outnumber Koenigseggs), which
can shift the center of gravity of an

event. Yes, we can make it up through
greater enthusiasm, but perhaps we
should also look at other pairings
where our cars might mingle. But
what other cars would go well with
SAABs?
When GM first bought a part of the
SAAB car operation, they imagined
building competitors to BMWs.
Specifically, they wanted to find a
car to compete with the 3 Series,
and they saw the SAAB 900 as that
car. They even renamed it the SAAB
93, in case the public didn’t get the
hint. The SAAB 99, 900, and 93 were
arguably the most direct competitors
to the BMW 2002 and later 3 Series
for a while—relatively compact cars
with an edge in engineering, quality,
and performance. SAAB’s 9000
and 95 were similarly competitors
to BMW’s 5 Series cars, in size and
price. Another similarity is that both
makes have roots in aviation, with
BMW making aero engines and SAAB
making entire aircraft. However,
much like Volvo, Continued on page 5

SAAB Orphans (cont.)
BMW’s engineering roots are in rearwheel-drive cars and evolutionary
engineering. SAAB was different than
BMW, something that GM may not
have fully understood. BMWs are
common enough, with enthusiastic
owners, that they don’t need to
partner with another club. Still, it
might work.
Another German car may have
a closer affinity to our favorite
Swedish make. The first SAABs
closely resembled the products of
another Bavarian company: DKW.
Two-stroke engines, front wheel
drive, aerodynamic shapes—both
SAAB and DKW were the champions
of these engineering features in
the 1950s and early 1960s. Okay, so
DKWs may be almost as rare as hen’s
teeth, and there is no local DKW club
to partner with, so why bring it up?
Well, DKW was a part of Auto Union,
and a vestige of Auto Union is still
with us. When two-stroke engines
went out of vogue, DKWs evolved
into Audis. Audis aren’t rare, and,
like SAABs, have a front-wheel-drive
heritage, motorsports roots in rallies,
and have a reputation for innovative
engineering. But while it seems like
a good match in many ways, there’s
a catch: Volkswagen’s ownership of
Audi seems to drive a connection
between VW and Audi owners and
other marques. A close friend who
is an Audi owner suggested that the
Audi folks he knows are pretty tribal,
and the tribe is Volkswagen and Audi.
We are similar, but more a competitor
than an ally. Again, though, it seems
like we are close.
Other cars that people mention when
you say “SAAB” include iconoclastic
makes like Citroen and Lancia.

SAAB and Citroen definitely share
similarities—sketches for the car that
became the SAAB 99 look a lot like
a Citroen DS. I once hoped Citroen’s
parent company, PSA, would buy
SAAB and bring it back to life. Both
Citroen and Lancia were noted for
unusual, and also often brilliant,
engineering. Lancia was a front-

bow tie and Walther PPK. So where’s
the SAAB connection? Well, when
John Gardner was asked to revive the
literary series in 1979, he depicted
Bond driving a SAAB 900 Turbo. Of
course, it had special equipment,
including a smoke screen that would
make a poorly tuned two-stroke
SAAB envious. In the movies, 007 was

An event for “James Bond’s favorite makes of car” could be
interesting, though I’d beware of any participants with eye patches
and white cats.
wheel-drive pioneer. SAAB 9000
owners know that the design of their
car started as a joint venture with
Lancia. So perhaps Citroen or Lancia
is a match. There is a Citroen club
around, and I’ve seen Lancias on the
road in small numbers in the Seattle
area. Perhaps being different is what
we all have in common? We would
all also be welcome at “orphan”
car events, though technically
there are still Citroens and Lancias
being manufactured in Europe for
Europeans. This might be a possible
match, too.
But, rather than the cars themselves,
what if it’s the owners that are
similar? Perhaps we can look there
for an affinity. There are a number
famous SAAB owners—Erik Carlsson,
of course—and also a number of
celebrities. Perhaps the most famous
has the last name “Bond.” Yes, that
Bond—James Bond, the world’s most
famous fictional spy. In Ian Fleming’s
novel Goldfinger, 007 famously traded
in his Bentley on an Aston Martin.
When the novel became a film,
Aston Martin became as inexorably
associated with James Bond as his

seen driving a Lotus and—coming
full circle—even a BMW. An event
for “James Bond’s favorite makes of
car” could be interesting, though I’d
beware of any participants with eye
patches and white cats.
In the end, whether it’s the
interesting cars or interesting owners
that bring us together, there are
more of “us” out there than we might
think. A core cadre of SAAB
enthusiasts will always be here, even
as the numbers of our cars on the
road dwindles, and it’s nice
sometimes to be around a small
group with our SAABs in common. If
we want to reach out to form a bigger
group, we’ve got a lot of options. Our
cars have a unique character that no
other car in the world can match, and
yet there are things that could bring
us together with owners of Volvos,
BMWs, DKWs, Audis, Citroens,
Lancias, Aston Martins, and maybe
even Koenigseggs. You never know
who you might meet. No matter
what we choose, we are in great
company: our cars and the people
who drive them are amazing, unique,
and wonderful.
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Secret Parts Sources You Never Knew
Existed but Can’t Live Without
Sourcing parts for some vintage cars is a piece of cake
(Beetles, Mustangs and Minis come to mind). But old
SAABs? It can take a bit more work, but they’re out
there. Here are several sources I’ve recently heard about.

Sonett III Spark Plug Wires
At the Scanwest BBQ, Ciara Dougherty told me about
Kingsborne Wire Werks, which makes a set of spark
plug wires for the Sonett III. The set has three straight
spark plug connector boots, and a 90-degree boot for
the Number One cylinder. A great find! I immediately
ordered two sets. kingsbornewires.com/product-p/
ign1041.htm

Brake/Clutch Cylinder and Lever
Shock Rebuilds
Phil Lacefield told me about Apple Hydraulics, an
alternative to White Post Restorations for brake/
clutch cylinder rebuilds. They also rebuild lever

shocks, something of interest to SAAB 95 owners.
applehydraulics.com

Brake Hoses
I forget who told me about them, but Paragon
Performance can make brake hoses for any SAAB,
going back to the 93. paragonperformance.com/AutoBrake-Line-Hose-Kits/Saab

Hard-to-Find Parts from Across the Pond
Lastly, Classic SAAB Parts in the Netherlands sells a
lot of hard-to-find parts for older cars. I just ordered
a new set of outer rubber boots for the U-joint on the
93. classicsaabparts.nl
What are your favorite sources for rare SAAB
parts? Get in touch and we’ll spread the word!
saabnewsletter@gmail.com
–Jon Kjaerulff

Sweet ’69 Sonett
No. 1415 still turning heads after nearly 50 years

By Ken Rone
aab introduced the Sonett II in 1966. The first 258
cars were fitted with high-revving, underpowered,
smoking two-strokes that were not particularly street
friendly. In mid-1967, Saab yanked the two-stroke in
favor of a 1,498cc Ford V4. Just 78 units were produced
that year, followed by 900 in ‘68. The car you see here,
No. 1415, was the 179th of the 1969 output of 640 cars.
The model evolved again in 1970, when the body was
completely restyled with a blunt nose, pop-up headlights,
and a rear window hatch. These Sonett IIIs were produced
thru 1974, but, burdened by smog controls in ’72, Saab had
to stroke them out to 1,700cc to maintain the 73 hp of the
earlier units. Still, 8,368 Sonett IIIs rolled off the assembly
line, and when the model was finally retired, 10,170 cars
had been produced under the Sonett nameplate

S

In 1970, while a student at UW, I ogled a yellow Sonett
parked in the same budget student parking lot where my
’64 Studebaker Lark coughed to its daily stop. In gleaming
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Ken and Linda and their lovely Sonett II, just a few years back.

fiberglass, the Sonett’s lines, stance, dash, and roll bar all
validated Saab’s fighter jet credential in my mind. It was one
of the most extreme sports cars I’d ever examined up close.
In 1973, my girlfriend, Linda, worked at a Renton bank.
Picking her up one evening, I spotted a yellow Sonett in
the parking lot. She said it belonged to one of the tellers.
I said, “Tell them if they ever want to sell it, let me know!”
The next day, Linda said that the teller and her husband
needed cash to buy an airplane, and, indeed, they’d be
Continued on page 7
interested in selling the Sonett.

’69 Sonett (cont.)
$1,800 later, I had the pink slip. During the negotiation,
I learned that the husband was a UW mechanical
engineer, and, yes, he used to park it in the discount
student parking lot. This was the very car I’d lusted for
over three years earlier!
We put 24,000 miles on the car, from BC to Mexico,
including our honeymoon. It was Linda’s daily driver for a
time, while I commuted in a VW Bug. Later, after losing a
tooth in the second gear, No. 1415 was repaired and
retired to sunny weekend drives, show ’n shines and
seven consecutive Monte Shelton TSD rallies. Now,
nearing 50 years old and 63,000 miles later, such leisuretime rambling remains her calling today and her mission
going forward.

In action during a time-speed-distance rally.

No. 1415, at rest.

Easy Triker Epilogue
A unique machine changes hands but
stays close to home
By Dan Morley

I

have sold my SAAB-powered trike. It had begun to
consume all of my time, and nothing was getting done
on other projects.
It wasn’t so much that the trike was to blame, as once
I’d completed its restoration, it required very little
maintenance. Instead, it was all the stuff needed to support
the use of the trike that was consuming too much of my
time. I needed an enclosed trailer to transport the trike
to distant shows, and I needed a tow vehicle, which I’d

planned as a winter project. A friend in the Volvo club sold
me his ’83 Volvo 245 wagon that had recently developed
engine problems. I bought a book on how to convert a Volvo
to small-block Chevy V8 power. With 250 to 300 HP, it would
make a great tow rig. For local shows to which I could ride
the trike, I acquired a small trailer, which would look great
with 99/Sonett tail lights but which also needed fenders and
rewiring. Then there’s the hitch to build for the trike, which
would bolt nicely to where the wheelie bars mount.
I would say that there could very well be a year’s worth of
work noted above, and no time to do anything else. And if
I did complete these projects, I’d have to store the trailers
and the tow car. So, I decided it would greatly simplify my
life if I were to just sell everything.
I spent a weekend in June at the LeMay Family Collection at
Marymount. Motorcycle week was going on, I had the trike
parked in the cruise-in and just happened to be next to Harvey,
who oversees the LeMay motorcycles. He told Doug LeMay
about an interesting trike out in the yard and, on Sunday
morning, Doug stopped by to check it out. We talked for an
hour about everything from motorcycles to teardrop trailers
and, yes, Saab-powered trikes. He and I worked out a deal, and
the trike has become part of the LeMay Family Collection.

The trike didn’t have much of a trunk, and trailers and a tow
vehicle project added time, effort, and complexity to ownership.

To ease the pain of selling the trike I have bought a GT850
that I have been watching for the last 10 years.
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A Few Photos from Griot’s Garage
It’s not a comprehensive record of all the cars at the annual meeting, but a few SAAB photos
are better than none. Enjoy!
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Saturn Steering Electrifies a
Seventies SAAB
Installing a Saturn Vue’s power steering system in a SAAB
99 takes a bit of electronic trickery and some fabrication,
but it ain’t rocket science
By Dan Morley

M

y latest project is to retrofit
Saturn-sourced electric power
steering to my SAAB 99s. While SAAB
fit automatic transmission-equipped 99s
with power steering, it was generally
regarded as lousy, and anyway finding
a complete system in good condition
today would be challenging. Sometimes,
newer is better, and the Saturn system is
commonly retrofitted to vintage cars.
I actually started this over three
years ago, having bought a steering
column for a 2007 Saturn Vue from
a wrecking yard, for just $70 out the
door. The Vue has variable-assist
electric power steering, meaning
it has a controller and sensors that

monitor speed, ignition, etc., and
change the amount of steering assist
to match conditions. It wouldn’t be
much fun having to transplant these
sensors into the SAAB, so I bought a
conversion kit on eBay consisting of
a small black box with wires coming
out of it and a rheostat. The kit (which
works with four different GM vehicles’
steering systems) tricks the controller
into thinking that it’s receiving input
from the sensors—simply install the
black box and wire and now you have
manually controllable, variable-assist
power steering. Adjust the rheostat
to increase or decrease assist to taste,
or as Ron Popeil would say, “Just set
it and forget it.” Some welding and

Comparison between the old manual and Saturn electric power steering column.
Such systems are common today as manufacturers chase down fuel economy
gains (+1 mpg vs. traditional hydraulic).

machining are required, but it ain’t
rocket science: graft the upper and
lower bits of the SAAB steering column
to the Saturn column. Just be sure that
the welds are good—you wouldn’t want
to be mid-corner and break a weld.
The car drives great and is so much
easier to park. I will convert my other
99 this winter. The link below is to the
black box needed to get the controller
to work without sensors.
https://www.ebay.com/itm/SaturnVue-Ion-Chevrolet-Equinox-Electricpower-steering-controller-box-EPAS/
142461763061?hash=item212b61fdf5:
g:DRQAAOSwr7tZfvQP&vxp=mtr

The electric column, installed. This GM
system is a commonly used retrofit on
vintage cars.
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Cool Old Useful Things with Wheels
Dan Morley says, “If you haven’t been to Antique
Powerland, you haven’t lived.” Kim Kardashian and
Paris Hilton might disagree, but these photos from
the Annual Great Oregon Steam Up, in Brooks, OR,
suggest that, at least for folks with a penchant for
wheeled mechanical devices of all ages and for all
purposes, Dan may be right. Note the tractors’ exotic
brand names. Not shown but of note is the nearby
Evergreen Aviation Museum, home of Howard
Hughes’ massive, wooden leviathan of a plane, the
(in)famous Spruce Goose (which is not actually
made of spruce). If not impressed by the plane’s size,
history, and Mr. Hughes’ eccentricity, Kim and Paris
would undoubtedly admire his wealth. Thanks to Ray
Kopczynski and John Collins for the photos. —Ed.

Yep, diesel Porsches (air-cooled, natch). Learn about these
machines at www.porsche-diesel.com/history.aspx

’72 Lamborghini 704, also air-cooled diesel powered.

Pre-internal combustion iron workhorses.
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Good Buys!
1984 SAAB 900: $3200

Just 91,500 miles. Runs and drives great. Paint is
in good condition for being 34 years old. Tires in
good condition. I get lots of thumbs-up and people
telling me about when they had one. I purchased
the car from a guy who just graduated college and
didn’t want to take the car back to his home state.
He got the car from his grandma, who bought it
new. I have three other SAABs and thought this
would be a great addition. It was, until we moved
to the mountains. It’s not the best driving up the
steep mountain dirt roads, so it sits in the garage.
I have the safety report from my purchase; I can
email it upon request. Instead of it sitting around, I
figured someone else could enjoy it. Let me know
if you have any questions; you can contact me,
Stephanie, at sammartinair@gmail.com.
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